
“Most profound changes in the conception of reality come from Einstein’s 
Unified Field Theory. This theory states that all matter is organized energy....As I 
observed energy field data on the oscilloscope, I realized that none of the known 
analytic techniques could unravel it’s complexity. No matter how rigorous our 
observations, there seemed to be no available mathematical formulae complex 
enough to reveal the patterns within patterns evident in our data.” 

Valerie Hunt, Ph.D.       The Infinite Mind 

Valerie Hunt, has lead many studies She also was instrumental in a Rolfer study. 
There were similar observations. Here is additional conclusions. 

“Primary studies with hands on healers verified the uniqueness of the 
transaction between healer and healee. For example, Healers who specialized in 
treating pain and quieting hypertension had strong blue-white-violet fields when 
healing. Healers most successful in improving hypo diseases, such as hypo 
glycemia and hypo thyriodism, or weak tissues and functions created a strong red-
orange-amber field. Red was predominant with healers who regenerated muscle, 
bone and nerves. A green-yellow field proved most effective with nerve disorders 
such as Bell’s palsy, cerebral palsy or nerve degeneration. 

“Some people, particularly those with barrier diseases such as M.S., Lou 
Gehrig’s disease and scleroderma, seemed to have such a rigid field that they were 
unable to receive energy from most healers. We realized that a transaction between 
the two fields was essential to hasten healing...” 

“We observed that before the brain wave was activated and before stimuli 
altered the heart rate, blood pressure or breathing, the field had already responded. 
This led us to postulate that a person’s primary response in his world takes place 
first in the auric field, not in the sensory nerves nor in the brain. As a result of the 
Rolf study, we discovered energy emanations from the body’s surface beyond the 
frequencies of the neuromuscular system. At the present time, the only appropriate 
explanation is the existence of a bio energy field.” 

 All of our bodies: spiritual, mental, emotional and physical are balanced and 
nourished by vibrations. Using stones is one way to give this sustenance to 



ourselves. Just as with the physical touch from another human, the vibrations 
which stones broadcast will feed, nourish and stabilize the physical body.  

Dr Hunt observed during studies with energy healers what I had observed from 
working with stones and the pendulum. Within 35 or so minutes, the physical will 
begin to resonate with the stones energy and the client’s body area will become the 
same color vibration as the stone.  

This is how she wrote of her studies. “When experienced healers had finished a 
healing session, the two fields of the healer and the healee showed an identical 
pattern on the electrical monitoring device.”  

“Fields that are no longer connected to a substance, but instead to behaviors 
and thoughts, have been classified by the English biologist Rupert Sheldrake as 

morphogenic fields. He believes that fields which have existed as a result of human 
lives still exist and have molded past events as they color what happens 

today....Energy forms remain after situations and individuals which created them 
move on.,”  

Valerie Hunt, Ph.D. 
The Infinite Mind 


